
We have followed this boat BZ1N 
since 2001.  

Coated with Nyalic in 2001 - and 
since then nothing but soap and 
water to clean it. A broom and a 
bit of water! 

The results and shine on this 
McLay built boat after so many 
years is nothing short of 
astonishing. 

For a boat that fishes in warm 
coastal waters where 
aluminium oxides work to rot 
out a boat - a brilliant result for 
the owner. 

Still as new and still 
perfect!

A recap on history

SIX years ago we took this top photograph…  

The unit, a McLay 6.5… 
 

This tidy ship was Nyalic® coated prior to launch at 

the owners request… Gavin, the owner is a mad 

fisherman and together with mates and two large 

dogs,  BenZac has fished off the NSW coast and the 

odd lake and estuary. Powered by a Yamaha 225, 

be assured it wriggles along… 

 

We checked BenZac out today at Lake Macquarie. A 

few rod marks and the occasional biff… A couple of 

minor arguments with fenders from other boats, 

and these wiped straight off with Right Rinse™ and 

a car wash brush.   Gavin remains ecstatic - The Nyalic® coat 

remains just as it did at day one…  

 

He said, “while other similar aged vessels look 

old and tatty, BenZac has kept its value … 

people still think I have a brand new boat”…  

 

Gavin now wants his tractor, lawnmower and all the 

‘other stuff’ in his shed Nyalic® coated… and he 

wanted it done tonight!! And tomorrow his stainless 

railings… So much for holidays… 
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How many boats do you see that look this 
good after years out fishing. Nyalic 
overcoating has retained this vessel like new. 
A great investment!

Same boat  
in 2016


